DIFX Vision

DIFX wants to create a new financial order, wherein Digital Currency is used for direct settlement between the payer and receiver which helps more than millions of unbanked individuals to use digital Currencies to simplify their lives.

DIFX will leverage the blockchain technology to make remittance services accessible and to add value for more consumers for auspicious use of digital assets.

Reduction in settlement time and efficiency while exchanging along with immutable, traceable records, and security-rich transaction network.

DIFX will create a hybrid working model of a centralized as well as a decentralized exchange which incorporates atomic swaps.
What is DIFX?

DIFX is blockchain based First true cross asset Trading Platform. This unique comprehensive ecosystem is redefining the global online trading landscape. DIFX ecosystem offers three dimensions: EXCHANGE, WALLET SERVICES & CROSS ASSET PLATFORM.

**DIFX EXCHANGE:**
Using DIFX Exchange, you can trade in all the asset classes such as Forex, commodities, crypto currencies and stock futures with a swap option to keep your profits in Cryptocurrencies or Fiat.

**DIFX MULTI CURRENCY WALLET:**
All the digital assets are stored in wallets. Each user will have its own wallet, that is secured through unique keys, they are protected by three layered authentications to protect your investments along with insurance on each wallet.

**DIFX CROSS ASSET PLATFORM:**
Use can swap between any asset class listed on the exchange e.g.
DIFX platform will always keep User experience as a top priority by providing following services:

- User friendly digital interface
- No downtime errors
- Low remittance fee
- No Time lags in trade
- Interchange all digital assets instantly
- Customer friendly, 24/7 Helpdesk
DIFX Services

Based on the product and concepts mentioned above, we are offering the following services to our esteemed customers:

- Exchange
- IEO Platform
- Liquidity Provider
- Institutional Desk
- Custodian Services
- Leveraged Trading
- iOS and Android App
- Market Maker
- White-Labelled Solution

Investing in Digital Currency

We think this technology is truly revolutionary, is going to disrupt the financial ecosystem, and is going to have major impact across entire industries in years to come. Cryptocurrency shouldn't be about getting rich quickly. It should be about creating meaningful products that solve real world needs, and address real pain points. Digital Currency, commonly called as Crypto currency (e.g. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple etc.) is an alternate to Fiat Currencies (e.g. US Dollar, Euros, Pounds etc.). Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology showed us that borders do not matter anymore for digital assets. The industry market value is more than $250 Billion as on Q2 2020. While the other asset markets such as Derivates, Forex, Stocks, Futures etc. are pegged at more than US$20T. The arena of Digital currencies is still young and is ever evolving. Gradually many countries are moving towards legalizing the digital currencies with latest example bring India. Digital currencies are the present and the future and it is always wise to invest in your present and future.
Why DIFX Token

For purpose of trading on our platform, DIFX Exchange has launched its own native token “DIFX”. This token will serve as a medium of exchange. DIFX will act as a utility token and it will allow token holders to make payments and transfer anonymously, instantly anywhere in the world. Benefits of DIFX tokens will be as follows:

- **Trading Discount on DIFX Exchange**: By Investing in DIFX Token users will enjoy reduction up to 50% on DIFX Exchange trading fees.

- **Margin Token**: As DIFX is a multi-asset exchange DIFX token holder will be eligible to trade in any asset class listed on exchange with addition leverage up to 10X of the total DIFX token value.

- **Minimum DIFX Value for Fees**: While paying trading fees on DIFX Exchange in native token, the value of DIFX token will either be current market value or $0.24. Which means that 1 DIFX token has a minimum value for fees of $0.24, plus users get an additional trading discounts up to 50% for paying fees in DIFX ecosystem.

- **High Liquidity**: As DIFX is multi asset exchange with a combination of Forex, Commodities and Cryptocurrencies, token utility will always be high resulting in higher liquidity.

- **Incredible Returns**: Over past few years Exchange Utility tokens have shown immense growth in terms of Revenue and Customer base which make it a perfect used case. Average returns on Exchange utility tokens over past 3 years had being in the range of 5x-100x from their launch prices.
Our Customers and Traders

Our platforms will find immense value for Investment Banks, Wealth Management Trusts, Fund Houses, Foundations, Broking Houses, Corporations, Family Offices, Individuals and Nodal Agencies. DIFX hope to marginalize the stronghold of the centralized nodal exchanges and through the underlying blockchain make trading and holding digital assets (which includes futures, forwards and structured derivatives) easy and interesting.

For any query please contact us on info@DIFX.io
LEGAL DISCLAIMER

• The information provided on this document does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the content as such. DIFX does not recommend that any digital currency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

• The information contained in this document is not intended to be exhaustive and the statements included in this document are not intended to be relied upon or create or form part of a contractual relationship. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors. To the maximum amount permitted by applicable law, DIFX, and their affiliated entities expressly disclaim and shall not be liable for any and all responsibility for any direct or any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with acceptance of or reliance on any information contained in this document, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any action resulting therefrom.

• Nothing in this document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort, a solicitation for investment or investment advice nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.

• Nothing contained in the document is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of DIFX. Further, DIFX and each affiliate disclaims any responsibility to update any forward-looking statements or publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future developments, events or circumstances, even if new information becomes available or other events occur in the future.

• Neither DIFX nor any of its affiliates has conducted any independent review of the information extracted from third party sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Consequently, neither DIFX nor its directors, executive officers and employees acting on its behalf makes any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide any updates on the same.

• All statements, estimates and financial information contained in the document, made in any press releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by DIFX or associated entities that are not statements of historical fact, constitute “forward-looking statements”. Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, “will” or other similar terms. However, these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. All statements regarding the DIFX’s financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects of the industry are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements as to DIFX’s revenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends, the uses and functions of the tokens or the platform and other matters discussed in the document regarding the DIFX or the associated entities are matters that are not historic facts, but only predictions. Please note that the minimum value exclusively applies for DIFX Exchange users and DIFX services. DIFX does not guarantee any value of DIFX token outside DIFX Exchange ecosystem.

The contents of this document are confidential and shall not be shared with any other party other than the intended recipients.